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All is true recognition on world
world!！！。 Without which had caused the chaotic world now.
The Overview
Overview：
Ideology-Religion =Ⅱ

<fig 1>

What is

true" ?
"true"

"how to live！"
STUDY

If fail,It's defeating！

It’s a

realization" !
"realization"

Recognition on World=
World=Ⅰ

Strategy calculus=
calculus=Ⅲ

Act with the policy=
policy=Ⅵ

"the fact is as this !"

"Mini cost-Max gain"

"accomplishing aim！！ "

If fail,It's defeating！

If fail,It's defeating！

ⅠⅡⅢ＝all vaid ,win！！！

fix

=Ⅴ
Error Monitors
Monitors=
"Error correction !!"
ⅠⅡⅢ＝all vaid ,win！！！

World Recognition(WR).
ChapⅠ：World
Chap
First of all.giantic lie and hiding has been ruling in Global Education & Mass-Media. The
nobility & ultra wealthy
origin has been caused from global ruling by minor(nobility
wealthy)the hereditary.
Now the world has been invisible slavery regime by capitalism prosperity narcotism
narcotism.The
massive infromations had caused chaos to detect reality,so simplifization is introduced here.
Aim is forcusing on option toward future,which could be accomplished only by logical insight.
Future is far from linear prolonging,but non-linear one,especially todays the world would
the Final Judgement
become extremely non-linear. That is,to survive,or not(the
Judgement).
deriving a truth from true premise:
❶Logic＝deriving
Only true inference with true premise can conclude true conclusion.
⑴Only
(conditional proposition and proof theory<Appendix 6>).
true premise in fig 1＝World Recognition＝Ⅰ,and Ideogly-Religion＝Ⅱ,
true inference in fig 1＝logical strategy calculus＝Ⅲ,
true conclusion in fig 1＝action with the policy＝Ⅵ.
The scientifical validity on non confusional debate
assurence on deriving unique
⑵The
debate＝assurence
true conclusion
the fundamental of global solidarity accomplishing
conclusion＝the
accomplishing！！！。
http://www.777true.net/World-Wide-KO-Battle-Show-of-the-Supreme-HeavyClass-Championship-Decision.pdf

Unique event realization in past & future material world as non-contradictional one
⒜Unique
one..
Any both contradictional simuletaneous realizations of affirmative event A and negative one
nA never can be in this observal events world(material one).This is evident common sense
that we see unique event,but we never can see W images of simuletaneous events A & nA
nA..
Example)A contradiction is to cause catastrophe at last.
*claiming against reality＝lie,error,contradiction are software-like being.
*speech,writing,and debating frequently become seriously contradictional fraud.
*error in machines is to become trouble instantaneously.
explosion principle
*Contradiction causes any proposition true in axiomatic system(explosion
principle).
Gödel Completeness Theorem
true proposition is provable in axiomatic system
⒝G
Theorem＝true
(true conclusion from true premise by true inference＝conditional propositon)is provable.
The original is deterministic mathematical, but this spirit could be about applicable in
commonsense (a result from a cause the causality low in general
general).
Gödel Incompleteness Theorem
⒞G
Theorem＝Uncertain cause is to cause uncertain result.
In this actual world,there are many something indefinte(information lack causes
probabilitical events result such as dise throwing＝breaking down of deterministic causality).
It is this the actual world,where decision must be made by opting higher
probability(SunTtzu).
In stochastic process,you should estimate possible multi pathes of bifurcating process.
In an actual scene
decision making under circumstance of information lack
⑶In
scene＝decision
lack！！！：
It's serious to make quick decison when waiting complete infomation is likely to cause too
late circumstance. This is seriously pragmatical view point when we must face the actuality！

US army commander manual the extraction<translatin from Japanese by author>.
＊US
http://blogs.yahoo.co.jp/hfukuda24/2865193.html

Part
Decision making by leader in actual scene.
PartⅠ：Decision
1 the policy in commander decision making.
Chap1
Chap
① Conider enemy's intention,ability and response time.
②Make quick decision even though with incomplete informations.
③Don't be late to make decision by eagering complete solution.
④Decide acceptable risk hastely as possible and take satisfied actions.
⑤Entrust decision making authority to low level as possible.

○Any operation can not be without uncertainty ,any decision could not be without risk.
○commander can not succeed without utilizing any chance with considering various
risks.and without action ability in circumstance with various uncertainty.

○To gain trust takes long time,but to loss it is instant in extreme circumstance.
○Trust grows from skill in fights.Because those could be visible.
○Make intuitional decision by accpeting uncertainty without lowering it.
○Only commander can decide acceptable risks.
○If satisfied more result than risks could be judged,corp could take reasoalble risks.
Chap
Recommandation on intutional decision makeing.
Chap２：Recommandation

○intutional decision makeing：Only by gained informations and observations.
Intuitively infer on circumstance to make and decide an idea.
analytical decision makeing：Select considerable most good idea in many options by
collecting infomations and analysising circumstance with taking long time.

○It is not rare that report is wrong or defect in important terms.Then make counter
measure by following many information sources as possible.
○It is not rare that report from commander is wrong,then the responsibilty for action
results based on it is conductor.
○have question on supposition for all time.
○Never abandon preserved interpretation without certain valids.
○If there could be no chance to save corp,but by military bet,which could be justified.
○Decide military bet not by theory,but by hope.

☞：This is singular battle field version,so you should care on recommandation on quick
intutional decision making due to aggressive corp character. Also our world has been
always with enemy,so which has an essential aspect of a game.
Theorem Catastrophe by Contradiction or "Explosion Principle".
⑷Theorem
A contradiction(false,lie,fraud,error,..)could be nothing but to cause trouble and
catastrophe at last.!!!!! Engineers and scientists know it well,but ..............
explosion principle !).
＊In math,contradiction concludes anything true theorem(explosion

righteous is surely either Ａ or not
⑸Serious effectiveness of Logic
Logic＝righteous
notＡ.
Thereby,if commonsense Ａ become doubtfull,not Ａ must be examined hastely.It is this
turning in thinking,which enalbe discovery. On the contrary,non flexible thinking without the
turning is to adhere non-deneying conservatism the established commonsnse.A truth can
not be determined by majority opinion,but discovered by minor opinion at first.
⑹Creative thinking language should not be feeling(apathy,indulgence,hate,fear,
egocentrisism), but be logical one which enable successful inference
inference.

conclusion
World is moving on logical way,whether it may be wrong or right !.
⑺conclusion
conclusion＝World
This is about causality which state "a result from a cause".
miracle
Strong hope≒strong affirmative will would cause "miracle
miracle", let's believe so！！！、

Religion
God be and send prophecies to make unworthy mankind repent !.
❷Religion
Religion＝God
http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Scientifical-Mechanism-of-Prophecy-by-Paranormalities.pdf
Science is surveying natural lows,while religion revelate nature of mankind,and how to live.
The about conclusion is to live with togethere,.It is Satan❸ who deney this God order.
upside down world against righteous road to
Now world has been ruling by Satan,that is,upside
God＝live not with together.Unless repentance,the final judgement is to be fireball world.
<commonly prophecy by the Bible,Al Qur'an,Day-month-God-indication(Japanese)>.
upside down world
＊upside
http://www.777true.net/The-Upside-Down-World.pdf
Satan
❸Satan
Satan＝""mankind is devidened to those who rule(master) and who are ruled(slave)".
Eugenics
＝Eugenics
Eugenics＝"Nation and people are those who should be exploited by nobility".
Wicked in high place
UK imperial
Rockefeller the ultra wealthy
Bilderbergers
place＝UK
imperial＋Rockefeller
wealthy＝Bilderbergers
http://www.777true.net/Who-is-Wicked-in-High-Place.pdf

WR
{Wild Climate
Economy Decay}
.collapse
the Final Judgement,
yes or no!
❹WR
WR＝{Wild
Climate＋Economy
Decay}Ｗ.collapse
.collapse＝the
Judgement,yes
no!!!
The actual is stupid belief on "Global Econmy Recovery" !!!.
⑴The
http://www.777true.net/THE-ECONOMY-NEVER-WILL-RECOVER-AGAIN.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Zero-Sum-Theorem.pdf
bond
Economy growing is with increasing debt
debt＝bond
bond(0 sum theorem).Economy decline is to
begin due to market finiteness
finiteness,then bond＝debt＝outrageous Max Vaule !!('08 Lehmann).
CCC
Those behind had been increasing Climate Change Crisis
Crisis(CCC
CCC) at the cliff of no return!.
The minimum record of Arctic ice cover in 2007 had caused scientists frightened !!!.
Thereby,global ruler seemed to have decided operation EndGame the eugenics !!!.
Stronger survive,while weaker not!!!. At now 2012,few winner ruling has been entirely
increasing poor by the economy decline. Even if global revolution would have changed
ruling class,and faced sincerely with climate collapse
collapse,also they will never can recover
previous economy,but scarcely could save FOODs at BEST !!!!!
!!!!!.

Therefore,now world need emergent and decisive world recongnition turning.

But the

actuality has been massive marching toward hell by ensemble synchronized paralyzing
paralyzing.
Note Economy Difficulty both in USA and EU,.... has been forcusing people's main
concern,and is matter of course for saving their today's life,but which has been faint the
deadly crisis of coming Climate Collapse with Global Famine
Famine.Then most emergent event
Is Arctic Methne Catastrophe
Catastrophe,of which conter measure time limit is 2015±2.

⑵The real aspect is emergent and decisive global counter measure on CCC.
http://www.777true.net/From-the-Point-of-No-Return-to-the-Final-Catastrophe-Point.pdf
http://www.ameg.me/
Unless geo-engineering on stopping Arctic ice lid vanishing within 2015
2015,
mankind would be extincted by methane catastrophe within 20～30 years !!!.
A now, decreasing of ice surface reflecting for incoming insolation →
→Increasing insolation heat input into increasing black sea surface →
→more additional ice lid vanishing in positive feedback effect escalating !!!
http://www.realclimate.org/ Climate Scientists org in USA.

Methane is strong green house effect gas,the last blast stage would be more than SF,
which would become fire ballearth as had been prophecied by the religions !!!.
Incredible to you !!, but the seriously inconvinient proof could not be defeated.
http://www.777true.net/World-Wide-KO-Battle-Show-of-the-Supreme-HeavyClass-Championship-Decision.pdf

⑶Earth heating up mechanism by carbon emission
emission:: annual budget equation.

Insolation heat input
Cooling radiation output
Debt heat accumulation
accumulation＝{Insolation
input－Cooling
output}
Insolation heat input＝coming all insolationx(1－reflection rate on earth).
Cooling radiation output
output＝passing rate to space
spacexinfrared ray from ground temperature.
heat passing rate to space
space＝decreasing by increasing GHG density(theory&experiment)

Ideology-Religion.
ChapⅡ：Ideology-Religion.
Chap
Coarsely,but rigidly to tell,there are two basic reciprocal ideolgies.
Religion
God be and send prophecies to make unworthy mankind repent !.
❶Religion
Religion＝God
http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Scientifical-Mechanism-of-Prophecy-by-Paranormalities.pdf
Science is surveying natural lows,while religion revelate nature of mankind,and how to live.
The about conclusion is to live with togethere,.It is Satan❸ who deney this God order.
upside down world against righteous road to
Now world has been ruling by Satan,that is,upside
God＝live not with together.Unless repentance,the final judgement is to be fireball world.
<commonly prophecy by the Bible,Al Qur'an,Day-month-God-revelation(Japanese)>.
upside down world
＊upside
http://www.777true.net/The-Upside-Down-World.pdf
Satan
❷Satan
Satan＝""mankind is devidened to those who rule(master) and who are ruled(slave)".
Supremacism
＝Supremacism
Supremacism＝"Nation and people are those who should be exploited by nobility".
UK imperial
Rockefeller the ultra wealthy
Bilderbergers
Wicked in high place
place＝UK
imperial＋Rockefeller
wealthy＝Bilderbergers
http://www.777true.net/Who-is-Wicked-in-High-Place.pdf

Max Gain by Mini Cost
"Strategy Planning
-Logic Calculus"
ChapⅢ：Max
Chap
Cost＝"Strategy
Planning-Logic
According to above mentioned world recognition,only following work is for mankind at now.
The real aspect is emergent and decisive global counter measure on CCC.
❶The
http://www.777true.net/From-the-Point-of-No-Return-to-the-Final-Catastrophe-Point.pdf
http://www.ameg.me/
Unless geo-engineering on stopping Arctic ice lid vanishing within 2015
2015,
mankind would be extincted by methane catastrophe within 20～30 years !!!.
At now, decreasing of ice surface reflecting for incoming insolation →
→Increasing insolation heat input into increasing black sea surface →
→more additional ice lid vanishing in positive feedback effect escalating !!!
http://www.realclimate.org/ Climate Scientists org in USA.

Methane is strong green house effect gas,the last blast stage would be more than SF,
which would be fire ballearth as had been prophecied by the religions !!!.
Incredible to you !!, but the seriously inconvinient proof could not be defeated.
http://www.777true.net/World-Wide-KO-Battle-Show-of-the-Supreme-HeavyClass-Championship-Decision.pdf

Accepted winning(never fail)strategy(premise
conclusion
❷Accepted
fail)strategy(premiseＡ＝conclusion
conclusionＡ as taughtology).
If premise is right,the conclusion become right(global revolution).
World Recognistion
⑴World
Recognistion＝
Unless geo-engineering on stopping Arctic ice lid vanishing within 2015
2015,
mankind would be extincted by methane catastrophe within 20～30 years !!!.
Ideology-Religion
Religion
⑵Ideology-Religion
Ideology-Religion＝❶Religion
Religion＝"people co-live！！ ".Socialism is the same.
selected strategy
⑶selected
strategy：
⒜The emergent counter measure by all mankind cooperation
＝geo-engineering on stopping Arctic ice lid vanishing.
http://geo-engineering.blogspot.jp/2011/12/arctic-methane-alert.html
There are engineering difficulty,and more than those is global lack of the recoginition!!!.
⒝Counter measure on the back ground global heating.
carbon minimum strategy to survive
＝carbon
http://www.777true.net/OPERATION-GLOBAL-RAMADAN.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Water-Electrolysis-by-Charge-Density-Wave-could-Create-Energy.pdf

Realization of above⒜⒝ ares not easy technology,however,unless those,we would be
extincted !!!.
Factors intefering execution of selected operations
⒞Factors
operations⒜⒝.
As the fact,global ensemble synchonized paralyzing has been going on deu to conspiring by
the established power.As for technical matters,author would trust scientists and engineers.
As for this psycho political problems
problems,author consider it serious and will challenge.

Operation EndGame
❸Operation
EndGame(by the supremacists)＝deneying option mentioned in above.
The current trend＝prolonging the conservative regime ruled by the global establishment.
Totally to tell,it's likely to blast false flag wars in teritorial,tribal disputes.Endless war
strategy is due to US military industry complex(=MIC)bussiness by NAZIS IDEOLOGY
IDEOLOGY.
＊Hiding interest conflict between ruler and people ruled due to W collapse of climate &
economy by strong controlling public opinion by blasting war regime.
＊Patriot low could suppress and arrest rebel powers by military monoploly regime.
False flag conspiration shall trigger most of war breaking by stronger FUKUS inweapon
＊False
The eugenist's intetion is not carbon reduction by austerity poicy
＊The
poicy,but massive global
population reduction one
one. Some elites in US&EU publicly proclaim it.
⑴The current trends in the Middle East(Israel-Palestin),Iran,Syria,..
http://www.777true.net/Essentia-Criminal-for-Causing-the-Massive-Palestinian-Refugee-is-EUROPE-USA.pdf

⑵The teritorial disputes in fareast Asian Ocean(against China).This is programmed
disputes aiming war. Dependent nation China in Asia has been a virtual enemy nation
of right wig power in USA.While both Korea and Japan have been ruled nation by CIA
CIA.
⑶Proxy(tribal,and resource)wars in Africa conspired by EU$US powers
⑷Liberation struggles against imperialism US in middle and south Amerika.
⑸..........................................
Final Nucear War Harmagedon
⑹Final
Harmagedon(operation ENDGAME)：
⒜Prolonging current regime never fail to encounter global famine by climate becoming wild.
The global elite then might opt total nuclear war in facing imminent global crisis.They have
"Revolution is more terrible than war
no other option.Because their fear is upside down."Revolution
defeating !!!".
!!!".Caution on that the global elite＝Bilderberger and MIC is a cobody.
＊Someone told that,in recent US,massive foods were carried into underground
shelters
shelters.Some high technology could do many decades surviving(operation ENDGAME).
In the other hand,the ruler
military tops!!.
⒝In
ruler≠military
None may wish push nuclear button to extinguish total life on earth.There are wicked right
wing who executed the inside job of 9/11
9/11,while others may be conscience in military
For exmple,US military has an aspect being different from business and media firm
firm.
They honestly proclaim that on going climate change is national security threat.
15 Military Leaders Who Say Climate Change Is A National Security Threat
Threat(2012/5/30)
http://mediamatters.org/blog/2012/05/30/15-military-leaders-who-say-climate-change-is-a/184705

Leon Panetta, Secretary of Defense: "The area of climate change has a dramatic impact
on national security: rising sea levels, to severe droughts, to the melting of the polar
caps, to more frequent and devastating natural disasters all raise demand for
humanitarian assistance and disaster relief." Navy reseacher Wieslaw Maslowski
warned ice lid vanishing in 2013.
⒞http://www.777true.net/
postscript：
postscript
College friend first revealed importance of "Logic".Also Mephist in Faust by Goethe tell so.
Logical Symplifization＝Strict-nization,but Coarse-nization.After all,leader's mission may be
Global Turning against current upside down deadly
proclaming truthes on the world(Global
falase world
world).Then following may be excecuting missions by global organized powers.
Fact the Merchant＝Initiator of modern logic＝Kurt.Gödel was died by famine due to
Famine is severe indication on our imminent future.In this
sequela medical suppression.Famine
world at now,there are many warning against deadly future world.However the future could
be changed by our strong wil with global repentance<Jucelino Nóbrega da Luz> !!l.
http://www.jucelinodaluz.com.br/
Reference.
Appendix１：Reference.
Appendix
Current Leader's duty(mission) in global massive synchonized paralyzing.
⑴Current
＊Yasuyuki.Satoh,貴方の悩みは一瞬で消える(how to vanish agony),ハギジン出版,2002
Imagine your death bed,then you must recognize life without regret as time reversal life .
It is told a life with a recognition on own mission as re-birth.
＊Morimichi.Kuramae,悪の論理<Logic of Evil,地政学とは何か>p282,日本工業新聞,1977.
Make mappet ruler controllable by our consultant by setting ruler person the collapted
collapted.
＊Revolution is more terrible than defeating war !(F.Konoe Japan Emperor family).
http://tamutamu2011.kuronowish.com/konoejyousoubunn.htm
No word could be decisive,but this one that reveals fear mind of ruler.
Japan monarchy regime was established by UK operating revolution(1968).
http://www.777true.net/JapanUK.pdf
＊In the event that I am reincarnated, I would like to return as a deadly virus, in order to

contribute something to solve overpopulation. .........Prince Philpp(UK imperial).
http://www.propagandamatrix.com/prince.html
Three Articles For Mass-Distribution: Rockefeller Depopulation Plans Exposed
＊Three
http://www.infowars.com/three-articles-for-mass-distribution-rockefeller-depopulation-plans-exposed/

Nelson Mandela called Muammar Gaddafi one of the 20th century
＊Nelson
century’’s greatest
(USA)
freedom fighters
fighters(USA)
http://www.pakalertpress.com/2012/06/12/why-they-killed-gaddafi-a-story-you-must-read /
Happy Birthday Muammar Gaddafi!
(Russia)
＊Happy
Gaddafi!(Russia)
http://english.pravda.ru/world/asia/07-06-2012/121343-muammar_gaddafi_birthday-0/
LEADERSHIP SKILLS
⑵LEADERSHIP
http://www.learningforlife.org/exploring-resources/99-720/x10.Pdf
Standard culiculam in US bussiness school？,the 11 point is summarized、
Setting aim、for the accomplishing,his duty is maximizing ability of org.
Sun Tzu: Art of War
⑶Sun
War、
The MORAL LAW causes the people to be in complete accord with their ruler, so that they
will follow him regardless of their lives, undismayed by any danger.
＝(the aim→accomplishment←maximizing org ability)
http://suntzusaid.com/
⑷Motoji Suzuki,think promoting language and the true world,時事問題解析工房,1993.
Logic & math for non experts is no calculation,but recognitions with the few concepts
concepts.
Fleshing out Skull
Bones
⑸Ｋ.Millegan＆ＡSutton,Fleshing
Skull＆Bones
Bones,Trineday LLC,2002
Historical and ideological background of Bush a family of the Group{nobility& ultra wealthy}.
The origin of eugenics right wing of reincarnated NAZIS USA
USA(CIA-military industry complex).
An east experimental nation and west the implemental nations
⑹An
nations(Japanese).
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/b1fha400.html#04
What feature will future society reveal !,Comrade gentlemen.Let's tell you.At first elite
eternal non
aristocracy would appeare by survival struggles.Then also would appeare "eternal
adult group
group",that is,new middle class,ignorant public,and new slaves who serve.And top on
new aristocracy would have been established .Some special leading person
all of them,new
new regime would be established in inner and
would be.Thus,by hegemony struggling,new
outer side of nation.Also east region become giantic experimetal one,..........and then new
European social order would be implemented(Words told to Rauschning by Hitler) .
<translated by author from Japanese version>.
Hitler's marvelous prediction on now world
⑺Hitler's
world(Japanese).
http://www.777true.net/From-the-Point-of-No-Return-to-the-Final-Catastrophe-Point.pdf

Appendix２：Dissapair & Hope on China & America the leading nations ??!!.
Appendix
No1-No2_GDP nation USA and China are leading nations in now world,in which
Author surveyed "common hope" in them.
Recent China(the largest bond nation) is revealing re-revolution nation ?!
⑴Recent
Recent remarkable movement in Chaina facing domestic and foreign disputes.
⒜Recent
Dispute
to hit global economy
＊Dispute
Dispute(2012/9/15～9/18,against Japan,..)to
http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/china/2012-10/10/content_15805251.htm
"This will be a smaller version of the collapse of Lehman Brothers(2008/9/15) which will

cause a ripple effect and harm the global economy",

*1931/9/18=Manchurian Incident

Note WEST media is biased for red China,that make difficut to see the fact.The mess is not
an accident,but well programed one toward re-revolution in China ?!. Now 1month after
the mess,China will not recover Japan relation ,which mean economy suicide also for
China. Economy decline had already but gradually began in recent few years China.
China officials to skip IMF meetings in Japan
＊China
http://www.aljazeera.com/news/asia-pacific/2012/10/2012101073632603923.html
Thus the leader who know Global Economy&Climate Collapse seems to have planned
somthing change in China. Also note communism China could do total management policy,
if the leader and people wish together. It is told the people had become rather hatered
against WEST civilization causing terrible wealth gap and wish to return old friendly China.
The condition of agreement between leader and people seem to be filled ?!.
Note they could turn Amerika(the world)at any time by stopping dealing with USA bond.
No1GDP
Consequently destiny of the world could be ruled also by China. NAZIS America(No1GDP
No1GDP)
with eugenics seems destructive(many American worry about it),while communism China
No2GDP
(No2GDP
No2GDP)seems constructive(some Chinese are still in poverty). Perhaps you may wish
constructive and cooperative global revolution by US-China Great Reconciliation to turn
the upside down deadly world. It is certain that both GDP1-2 nation had many difficulties
to be repaired for the big aim. Thus following is GDP3 nation who is being also called for
economy suicide,but it is that enable acutual surviving(see Appendix4).
Actuality of China economy& politics
⒝Actuality
politics(Japanese)
.http://www.jikyokushinwakai.jp/mokuyou_colum/372.html
＊Speech of Premier Wen Jiabao that announced on dismissal Mr. Thin in 2012/4/8 as
Return of the Cultural Revolution
"Return
Revolution" is imminent sense of crisis for state at now in China.
the party prince
Shanghai
＊More than 97% of millionaires is occupied by members of "the
prince＝Shanghai
faction",who are hereditary of higher party officers,and are right wing connecting with the
faction
war merchant
merchant＝Rockefeller-Bush the CIA-military industry complex in USA.

President Hu Jintao instructed Yongkang the central governments
＊As his last work,President
committee of social security to detect and destroy the dark forces organization 2131 as
"Operation Eradication dark forces".
Harmonious faction
＊communist youth league＝”Harmonious
action” = Hu Jintao + Wen Jiabao,are
democrat power against the war merchant ,while the party prince Is hereditary
conservative power with the war merchant <the extraction translated by author>.
China's fundamental motive<＊brown coulor characters are rather authors opinion> .
⒞China's
China has historical trauma caused by foreign nations invasions
invasions(from Opium War to
Xinhai Revolution in China,Manchurian incident -Japan invasion war).Now note that almost
nation in the world are Amerika followers
followers,but except are only Russia and China
China.Thus
original poor red China might be imminent to become advanced nation with military power.
Thus China had accomplshed No2GDP during(1992-2010) by employing pro-american
faction.It's too quick growing to have generated unallowable gaps in wealth, people
faction
minds,and resource enviroment contamination
contamination. On the other hand they has been
observing many messes in WEST capitalism regime at now. So it may be natural they
opt and could turn to the normal state by consensus between leader and people.
Coming global famine has been coming on in not before long.
⒟Coming
China mainland climate disorders
＊Chin
China
disorders(Japanese).
http://nappi10.wordpress.com/2009/08/14/%E4%B8%AD%E5%9B%BD%E5%A4%A7%E9
%99%B8%E6%B0%97%E5%80%99%E5%A4%B1%E8%AA%BF/
Climate of China in this year is abnormal enough that turn observer me confusious.
Climate change damage is most seriousn in China (Japanese).
＊Climate
http://china.alaworld.com/modules.php?name=ChNews&op=vnews&nid=120377
Floods Follow Drought in China
＊Floods
http://www.theatlantic.com/infocus/2011/06/floods-follow-drought-in-china/100090/
Will America become desrt in 2050 ?
＊Will
http://www.lemonde.fr/planete/article/2012/08/23/prix-des-cereales-l-organismefranceagrimer-craint-une-crise-grave_1748996_3244.html
USA want not strong muslim or red nations and WEST media accuse them.
⒠USA
Boycott China enterprise movement in USA(causal by own moral-less)
＊Boycott
moral-less)<日本語>
http://jbpress.ismedia.jp/articles/-/36400.
Who is really more hazardous NAZIS America?,or non-smart Chaina ? ,or the muslim
communism and religion to co-live
nations who have different ideological fundation(communism
co-live).

The trial on pusueing Harmonic Society and the result (日本語＝Japanese).
＊The
http://www2.jiia.or.jp/kokusaimondai_archive/2010/2012-04_004.pdf?noprint
The data shows people hate the wealth gap,while still they trust the goverment leaders.
can trust !! mmmm....,it's a happy for them,while we(japanese) are entirely not.
Everthing could be done if consensus between leader and people had been accomplished.
Warning from terrible experiences with WEST civilization importing.
⒡Warning
①Modern Japan was brought up as a mappet nation with WEST civilization.
http://www.777true.net/JapanUK.pdf.
It is evident to infulence and (if possible )rule far east Asia by hidden employed Japan.
②Then an evil unconsious ideolgy was brought up that they admire supremacy white
deividen & rule by colonial strategy
WEST,while they hate own fellow Asians as inferior(deividen
WEST
strategy).
③Note China,Korea,Japan are all factory laborers to serve goods to WEST with importing
technology developed in WEST,while they destroyed the agricultural resources for life
life.
It shall become evident upside down when we face Climate Collapse with Famine
Famine.
④Never be decieved by gorgeous pleasure and vanity culture of WEST(the poison)
poison),
which also has been decieving and making all the WEST people's slept to hide the wicked
in high place .Now the poison has been tuirning to attack all of us as fatal Climte Collapse
Collapse.
Life the first
We could be free by saving {FOODs,energy,house}!!!.
⑤Life
first：We
http://www.777true.net/Water-Electrolysis-by-Charge-Density-Wave-could-Create-Energy.pdf

This energy technology could revolve the world !!!.
http://www.pakalertpress.com/category/survivalism/
Also waked up American citizens began to take survival strategy.
⑥Under circumstance of on going climate collapse,we fundamentaly should become
agricultural soldiers to save foods to survive as self sufficient policy
policy.
Once climate hazadous attacked a nation,the other nation must support the nation !!!.
Or the world would become very ugly toward hell !!!
!!!.
http://www.777true.net/OPERATION-GLOBAL-RAMADAN.pdf
Once we had faced reality of the Climate Collapse,the modern civilization had
⑦Once
already been ended !!!.
It's an entirely nonsense to prolong current business with huge oil consumption and with
ignorance on the climate crisis,which is merely on going toward hell.Persueing
egocentrisism by hidden strategy deviden and rule is also merely on going toward hell.
Causious on that some WEST elites the eugenist proclaim that the civilization is not
wrong,but population is wrong.It is which that religion has been warning Ideology on
not to co-live(the tail of Satan who rejected the order of God the righteousness
righteousness).

⑵Recent USA(the largest debt nation)is NAZIS re-incarnated nation ?!

Madness of NAZIS(Japanese)
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/_floorB1F_nazis_X.html

Gost of NAZIS(Japanese)
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorA6F_hc/_floorA6F_hc.html
Hidden extreme eugenics with ourstanding military power in USA.
⒜Hidden
The kernel of NAZIS is entirely eugenics where perpetual struggle is main subject.
The consequence is evidently conspiring perpetual wars against enemy flamed up.
America (Rockefeller)made NAZIS as a giantic historical experiment,of which results was
operation paper clipp
imported to USA after the war(operation
clipp).Knowing this dark,but decisive
history would make you rather ease to anticipate yesterday and tommorow's cruel USA.
If USA would not have been changed drastically,the world would go to hell once again by
NAZIS the damned
damned. Now also America has been anti-God nation going toward desert(or
big hurrican) one without foods by on going climate change.
American has been working only for serving the TAX for the military expenditure.
⒝American
It's entirely maddness belief on violence against righteous road the justice.If righteous
rule could rule the world,none could get outstanding powers like USA at now.In the
intellectual world,they have been defeating by Jewish people.Note oustanding military
expenditure in usa is about national budget of Japan(No3GDP). They seems not to
notice own abnormal character as trouble maker with many innocent others.
Inadaptability by excess adaptability of the world
⒞Inadaptability
world.
Material civilizationthe(capitalism) has been entirely seeking pleasure & vanity
vanity,which
now had turned to attack toward ownself(huge oil consumption causing climate collapse)..
Throughly anti-communism brainwashing as the competetion as eugenics in usa
⒟Throughly
usa.
By moderate degree of working could save one's life might be socialism,while In America
capitalism,winner takes all,while defeater take only food stamp as animal life at now
Totally to tell,American has been doing wrong,now is the chance to change !!!.
⒠Totally
Also author noticed imminent circumstance of American who has scarcley been saving own
life and they had known well about evil aspects of America than any others.Then what to do ?
http://www.paulcraigroberts.org/2012/10/24/in-amerika-will-never-real-debate/
A way might be massive no tax paying and obediently going FEMA camps where they held
everyday music and dancing festival to co-joy. It's general strike against the ruler.
Then soldiers will never kill American. If not ,.............
We all foreigner has been watching American !!!.

A temporal animal life is not so bad !!!
it's best that mankind scarcely could eat !!!
⒡A
!!!＝it's
it's best that
Once you had known reality of Arctic Methane Catstrophe(time limit≒2015),it's
people scarcely could eat to live !!!., It is the most emergent duty for all mankind !!!.
http://www.777true.net/OPERATION-GLOBAL-RAMADAN.pdf
Can you not believe what this gentleman frozen beard told to you ?!!!
⒢Can
?!!!.
http://www.ameg.me/
Can you not imagine the scientist's real intention ?!!!.
http://www.realclimate.org/ Climate Scientists org in USA.

Appendix
Leader in {Democracy vs hereditary}.
Appendix３：Leader
In order to chose the best leader for an org ,they select by ability widely in actutal field,but
not bloodline nor lineage.As for national leader,the possible leader is all the nation peple,so
their children must has equall oppotunity for education and enmplyment
enmplyment.This is
Democracy
Democracy, while hereditary group never fail to become conservative with evil
conspiracy(the wicked in high place＝monarchy,ruler of Bilderberg Group the nobility and
ultra wealthy the bloodline) It is them who promote world catastrope(hiding Arctic methane
catastrophe)by fear that revolution is more terrible than defeating war !!!.
The current global leaders in ensemble synchonized paralyzing
Appendix４：The
Appendix
paralyzing..
The most remarkable feature of them is common neglecting on deadly climate collapse.
Their scientifical consultants had known how much serious and fatal it is and must have
told it leader. Certainly proclaiming the total fact by a nation leader could not be nothing,but
a global revolution.Climate Change Crisis(CCC)never could be effective counter measure
without global international cooperation and also it could be nothing but total civilization
turning from oil one to non oil one
one.An ultra austerity policy will not be easily launched by
populist leaders
leaders.But it is also very evident that having been leaving CCC without any
effecitive counter measure never fail to cause climate becoming wild and to cause global
famine in not before long.Then how would they take their fatal responsibility.It will never can
be that they had known nothing that CCC would cause famine,brokend society ,...............
It is ceratain that they shall be accused severely at then !.

Appendix５：Emergent Arctic Geoengineering,perish or suvive !!!.
Appendix
How to cool the Arctic
⒜How
Arctic,John Nissen,December 2011:
http://arcticclimateemergency.com/#/arctic-cooling/4559672848
Climate 'tech fixes' urged for Arctic methane
Duct Tape Methods to Save the Earth: Re-Ice the Arctic
Arctic geoengineering From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
⒝Heat input rise by Arctic ice albedo feedback become difficult to stop as time goes on.
A possible counter measure is massive scale of man making ice cover by such sea water
spreading over ice surface in cold winter by huge amount pumping sites.
.
winter
arctic space for
Winter arctic

the best cooling radiation enviroments

Ｔ～-30~-50℃＝extremly painful cold for naked skin !!!.
sea water spreading site
pass way

pumping by wind turbine

tube for works.

land base

Increasing ice lid area & thickness in winter !!!
ARCTIC SEA
submarine base

*now author has any detail data for this idea,
another possible method may be ice breaking in winter by bombing to stir cold and warm.
By anyhow there would be many possible ideas with merits and with demerits.
Ladies and gentlmen,this is also your emergent task !!!.

methane clathrate resevoir

⒞It's also emergent global military task with the related industries.
If you calculate how much the sites need ?,then you would be frightened the numubers !!,
The figure could be down size of -2 by deviding 100 nations joinning the project.
The global surplus wealth would be necessary for the project. By anyhow,mankind at now
has no time and no money for spending any local disputes by anymore.

Appendix
Conditional Proposition is Inference(ultra summary of logic lecture).
Appendix６：Conditional
through true inference
to true conclusion
(from true premise
premise＝Ａ、through
inference＝Ａ⊂Ｂ、to
conclusion＝Ｂ）
Sample)If China revolve,world change;bonder is in debt;If US not change,the world end.
B

A

Ａ＝０(F)

Ａ＝1(T)

Conditional Proposition is only false in case
premise＝F、conclusion＝T.This is the definition

Ｂ＝０

Ａ⊂Ｂ＝1

Ａ⊂Ｂ＝０

Ｂ＝１

Ａ⊂Ｂ＝１

Ａ⊂Ｂ＝１

itself. Ａ⊂Ｂ＝１ is also the same.
In case premise＝F, all inference become true
true.

If not so,false inference turn conclusions.
This become extremely serious,that is,claiming false premise( ＝ contradiction)can make
anything true.Because false is claminng that false is true while true is trule(theorem
catastrophe by contradiction or explosion principle
principle).
proof theory)If Ａ＝true,then conclusionＢ＝true is certrain .It is provable
provable！、
If Ｂ＝Ａ∨Ｒ,then under the conditionＡ＝1.It is surelyＢ＝1.Then inference Ａ⊂Ｂ≡ nＡ∨Ｂ
＝nＡ∨(Ａ∨Ｒ)＝(nＡ∨Ａ)∨Ｒ≡1.Inference is alway true with no concern on the content of
Ａ≡taughtology(repeating same meaning Ａ≡Ａ).Any time true inference can be as for true
event.
＊Ａ∨Ｂ≡"Ａ,or Ｂ"＝conjuction proposition,

＊ｎＡ≡Ａ's negation proposition,

